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Barbara Hartwell, the insane mentally ill nutcase who is an admitted
f ormer CIA rat and f anatical Jewish supremacist witch who has been
screeching and howling like a werewolf  about my ef f orts to expose
the devilish tribe that she so staunchly def ends, claims to be
intelligent yet cannot even f igure out that Mike Delaney/Prothink and
I are two dif f erent persons. This inept Z ionist buf f oon is still saying
we are one and the same. What a complete moron!

This hideous hag hasn’t even attempted to ref ute a single thing that
can be f ound on my website, evidently because she cannot, since
everything stated here is so tightly sourced, f act-based and
irref utable. Much of  the time I simply use the Jews’ own words to
demonstrate their overwhelming historical guilt, psychopathic
criminal nature and treacherously wicked agenda. In her latest Jew
spew, this heinous troll identif ies herself  as a “Nazi hunter.” She
goes on to comically claim that the CIA has been “chock full of
Nazis since Day One.” She writes:

“CIA has been chock full of Nazis since Day One — I unfortunately have decades of
experience in my personal war with these rat bastards. I’ve become a Nazi hunter by
necessity, by choice, and as a matter of integrity and honor.”

I would hardly be surprised if  this psychotically deranged “Nazi hunter”
turned out to be a f ull- f ledged employee of  the Jewish pedophile agency,
the Anti-Def amation League of  B’nai B’rith, or a card-carrying member of  the
Likud Party, or a senior Chabad Lubavitch Rabbi. But let’s dissect her mind-
blowingly asinine assertion that the CIA was staf f ed with “Nazis” f rom the
outset.

The precursor to the CIA was the Of f ice of  Strategic Services or OSS f or
short. The OSS was created during World War II by the heavily Jewish U.S.
administration of  Jew-lover Franklin Delano Roosevelt. It ’s main purpose
and function was to INFILTRATE, UNDERMINE and SABOTAGE the Axis
Powers, principally National Socialist Germany. Of  the OSS’s wartime
activit ies, Wikipedia says:

“From 1943–1945, the OSS played a major role in training Kuomintang
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troops in China and Burma, and recruited Kachin, and other
indigenous irregular forces for sabotage as well as guides for Allied forces in Burma fighting the
Japanese Army. Among other activities, the OSS helped arm, train and supply resistance
movements, including Mao Zedong’s Red Army in China and the Viet Minh in French
Indochina, in areas occupied by the Axis powers during World War II. The OSS also
recruited and ran one of the war’s most important spies, the German diplomat Fritz Kolbe.
Other functions of the OSS included the use of propaganda, espionage, subversion, and post-
war planning.

One of the greatest accomplishments of the OSS during World War II was its penetration
of Nazi Germany by OSS operatives. The OSS was responsible for training German and
Austrian individuals for missions inside Germany. Some of these agents included exiled
communists and Socialist party members, labor activists, anti-Nazi prisoners-of-war, and
German and Jewish refugees.“

In sharp contrast to the outrageously f alse propaganda of  the kosher clown Barbara Hartwell, the OSS was
established to FIGHT Nazi Germany on behalf  of International Jewry! In reality, the OSS was not
“chock f ull of  Nazis” but was f illed to the brim with Jews, Zionists, communists, socialists, as well as
Jew-sympathizing anti-Nazi German and Austrian traitors bent on deposing the arch enemy of  World
Jewry — Adolf  Hit ler and his righteous regime!

In a book entit led, They Dared Return: The True Story of Jewish Spies Behind Enemy Lines in Nazi Germany,
the philosemitic author Patrick K. O’Donnell tells the story of  f ive subversive Jewish spies recruited into the
OSS who had been tasked with inf iltrating and sabotaging Nazi Germany during the war. A hook-nosed
Zionist-Jewish prof essor named David Strom wrote a glowing review of  the af orementioned book in which
he tells us that the f ive anti-Nazi Jewish spies were recruited by the OSS “because of their language
skills and their physical prowess and technical skills, but also for their hatred of Nazi Germany,” and
that the leader of  the Jewish OSS spy network “had confidence in himself , in his trained Jewish OSS
companions and in their allies and supporters among whom were several former German soldiers
now willing to betray their Fuhrer for the greater good of Germany.”

The OSS’s chief  training operative organizing and recruit ing these anti-German subversives and spies during
WWII was a fervent Zionist Jew from New York named Nahum Amber Bernstein . A lawyer by trade,
Bernstein became the OSS’s point man responsible f or coordinating “overseas operations in enemy
territory” during the war. Bernstein would later harness the skills that he developed during his stint as an
anti-Nazi saboteur f or the OSS in the service of  Israel. He played an instrumental role in helping establish
the State of  Israel through his f undraising and smuggling activit ies f or the Jewish terrorist f orce Haganah
and in his f unction as the attorney f or the “Jewish Agency,” the murderous Z ionist governmental body that
oversaw the ethnic cleansing of  Palestine in 1948.

As if  the f acts listed herein were not enough to
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The  ho lo caust scam is co llap sing . The y’l l  d o  anything  to  maintain this
fab le .

As if  the f acts listed herein were not enough to
suf f iciently dispel the f allacious garbage that the
OSS/CIA was, or still is, f illed with Nazis, the OSS
(and later the CIA) were also instrumental in
propping up Jewish HoloHoax© propaganda and
the six million myth. OSS agent Wallace R. Deuel
was the special assistant to OSS f ounder William
J. Donovan. Deuel was a vicious anti-German
bigot and a rabid anti-Nazi agitator whose
writ ings attacking Hitler and National Socialism
can be f ound in a booklet called Hitler And Nazi
Germany Uncensored. Deuel was, f or all intents
and purposes, an intense Jew-lover dedicated to
establishing and upholding Jewish domination
over our world. In 1943, he gave a speech in
which he proclaimed, in text-book ritualistic
Kabbalist swindlespeak, that the Nazis intended
to murder “6,000,000 Jews,” stating:

“The Nazis set out in the beginning to destroy whole peoples. They expected to
obliterate from the earth not less than 6,000,000 Jews as a beginning.”

The CIA has proved to be a major promoter of  the
holocaust© hoax. Dino A. Brugioni is a f ormer senior
of f icial at the CIA’s National Photographic Interpretation
Center (NPIC) who put together a report in 1979
entit led, The Holocaust Revisited: A Retrospective
Analysis of the Auschwitz-Birkenau Extermination
Complex. This 1979 CIA report claims to “prove” that
exterminations of  Jews took place in Auschwitz using
grainy aerial photographs. Air photo expert John Ball
proved that the reconnaissance photographs used by
the CIA in their report were tampered with and altered in
what amounts to photo f akery on the part of  the CIA —
a pathetic ef f ort to prop up the tradit ional, scientif ically
impossible, holocaust© narrative. John Ball, in his study
of  WWII aerial photographs entit led Air Photo Evidence,
concluded:

“To this day there is no air photo evidence to support the alleged mass murder of the
Jews at any location in Europe occupied by the Germans during World War Two. Further,
air photo analysis refutes the claim that the Nazis had intended, at whatever time, to keep
events in the alleged extermination camps secret. In many cases the air photos provide
clear proof that some of the events attested to by witnesses, such as the destruction of
the Hungarian Jews or the mass executions at Babi Yar, did not in fact take place. We may
hope that the release of Soviet air photos dating from the time the camps were in
operation will shed further light on these issues. The fact that these photos have not
been published to date may already speak for itself. That the photos in Western hands
were altered in order to incriminate Germany, and were first published by the CIA, is also
very significant indeed.”
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CIA d ire cto rs have  b o sse s to o . The y d o  no t answe r to  the  US p re sid e nt o r
to  co ng re ss, b ut to  the  Je ws.

The af orementioned CIA agent Dino A. Brugioni also wrote an Orwellian book tit led, Photo Fakery: The
History and Techniques of Photographic Deception and Manipulation, which purports to be an exposé of  the
methods used to f ake and manipulate photographs. Revisionist writer Richard Widmann, in an review of
Brugioni’s book, exposed the bizarre f act that Brugioni actually utilized many of  the deceptive methods of
photo f akery and manipulation that he himself  outlines in order to advance the holocaust© hoax. This, in
and of  itself , illustrates the utter absurdity of  the suggestion that there is — or ever was — a “Nazi
presence” in the CIA, unless you are f oolish enough to believe that Nazis would actually go along with, and
help propagate, the f ictional Jewish atrocity tales designed to demonize and discredit them.

It is worth noting that Major Louis Mortimer Bloomf ield, a wealthy and well-connected Z ionist-Jewish lawyer
f rom Montreal, Canada, was a member of  the OSS and later the CIA. Prior to joining the OSS, Bloomf ield
joined the Brit ish military and served in Palestine as an intelligence of f icer under the Brit ish pro-Zionist
f anatic General Charles Orde Wingate. During his t ime in Palestine Bloomf ield and the Rothschild-controlled
Brit ish military helped train the Jewish Haganah terrorist army which would go on to perpetrate the Nakba —
the f orced uprooting and expulsion of  nearly a million Palestinians f rom their homeland, numerous
massacres of  civilians, massive looting and pillaging, and the wholesale decimation of  over 500 Arab
Palestinian villages — in 1948. It has been credibly established that Bloomf ield and a cabal of  his Jewish
kinsmen engineered the assassination of  President John F. Kennedy through a shadowy Mossad f ront
company called Permindex, because of  Kennedy’s opposition to Israel’s nuclear weapons ambitions. (See:
Final Judgment by Michael Collins Piper And Opium Lords by Salvador Astucia) If  “Nazis” ran or otherwise
controlled the CIA, do you honestly think they would have allowed a Jewish international gangster like
Bloomf ield in the midst of  their organization? The illogicality and downright hilarity of  this should be pretty
obvious by now.

The CIA has continued its f erociously pro-
Jewish/pro-Zionist policies to the present
day. The CIA has been in bed with Israel and
its terror apparatus the Mossad f or many
decades, and is kissing cousins with
America’s domestic Jewish lobby. The CIA is
nothing more than an instrument of
International Jewry considering that
everything the CIA does works to the benef it
of  Jewish and Israeli interests — this f act
alone demonstrates that the so-called “Nazi
presence” in the CIA is a f laccid f able. In f act,
George Tenet  (the director of  the CIA f rom
1997-2004), in a letter of  groveling servitude
to ADL director Abe Foxman, made it perf ectly
clear that the CIA is a pro-Jew and pro-
Zionist entity, stating:

“I will not tolerate anti-semitism, or
any other form of discrimination, at the CIA. It is repugnant to me and to all that our
Agency and Country stand for. For these reasons, when Mr. Ciralsky’s allegations first
arose, I assembled a group to examine whether the CIA engaged in anti-semitism. The
group reported to me that, based on its review, it found no anti-semitism.”

In addition to declaring the CIA “f ree of  anti-Semitism,” Tenet, in a 2008 speech at an ADL dinner in upstate
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Ale x Jo ne s lo ve s the  Je ws mo re  than he  lo ve s himse lf.

New York, said: “I knew that on 9/11 we had all become Israelis” and that the United States and Israel
“will always be bound together.” For being a sycophantic suck-up to Jewry and a dedicated servant of
Z ion, Tenet was awarded the ADL’s highest honor, the America’s Democratic Legacy Award . So much f or the
claim that “Nazis” run the CIA!

The CIA has been incessantly waging psychological, economic and drone warf are against the Muslim
enemies of  Israel in the Middle East ever since the Israeli f alse f lag attack of  9/11, and is, alongside Mossad,
up to its eyeballs in subversive coups, f alse f lag terrorism and targeted assassinations against
governments and leaders in the Arab/Islamic world that Israel doesn’t like. If  “Nazis” controlled the CIA would
it be behaving in such a pro-Jew and pro-Zionist manner and would it be perpetrating atrocit ies against the
enemies of  the Jews? Even a small child could answer that question correctly.

The bottom-f eeding disinf ormation of  this
scum-ridden Jewish shill, Barbara Hartwell, is
of f ensively stupid. It would require one to
literally have no brain in order to believe
anything that comes out of  the squirrelly mouth
of  this verminous bitch. I have thoroughly
demonstrated that her hysterical claims of
“Nazis in the CIA” is absolute Jewish hogwash.
Her claim that the OSS/CIA is “Nazi” in origin or
in character is so preposterous that perhaps
only Alex ‘if  you want to kill the Jews you’re
gonna have to kill me‘ Jones would f all f or this
Hebraic tripe. The CIA, as I have shown, is
thoroughly and completely Jewish in its
f ounding and current f orm and serves no other
f unction than to f acilitate, implement and
maintain Jewish domination over gentiles.
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